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1. come home (phrase) – return to home. 
2. de-escalate (verb) – diminish, lessen/decrease, dwindle (the intensity of a conflict). 
3. wind down (phrasal verb) – come to an end, diminish/lessen, dwindle. 
4. gesture (noun) – sign/signal, indication; action/deed. 
5. escalation (noun) – intensification, aggravation, exacerbation. 
6. of sorts (phrase) – in a way, somewhat. 
7. compel (verb) – force, push/impel, pressurize. 
8. brink (noun) – edge/verge/end (of something). 
9. spiral (verb) – increase/rise rapidly, soar, escalate. 
10. utterance (noun) – statement, expression, pronouncement/remark. 
11. give way to (phrase) – yield, submit, give up/surrender. 
12. triumphalism (noun) – an attitude or a belief that a particular doctrine, religion, culture, social 

system is superior to and should triumph all over others. 
13. foil (verb) – prevent, impede/hinder, thwart. 
14. manhandle (verb) – beat up, attack, rough up/mistreat. 
15. outrage (noun) – indignation, fury, anger. 
16. poise (verb) – get ready, get in position, prepare. 
17. obfuscation (noun) – making of something obscure or unclear to understand; 

evasiveness, confusion. 
18. safe haven (noun) – refuge, shelter, asylum, place of safety/security. 
19. time-bound (adjective) – relating to a very short time limit/close deadline to do something. 
20. herald (verb) – signal, indicate, announce. 
21. paradigm shift (noun) – a fundamental and important change with new ideas/thinking. 
22. fragile (adjective) – weak, shaky/risky, unreliable. 
23. precedent (noun) – previous example/instance, prior instance, exemplar. 
24. decade (noun) – a period of ten years. 
25. build on (phrasal verb) – develop, expand/enlarge on; enhance. 
26. consensus (noun) – an idea or opinion that is shared by all the people in a group. 

agreement, concurrence. 

Coming home: on the release of Indian pilot 

Wg. Cdr. Abhinandan 

The release of the IAF pilot gives India and Pakistan the chance to de-

escalate tensions 

With Pakistan’s decision to release Wing Commander Abhinandan Varthaman, 

tensions between India and Pakistan may finally wind down. The gesture, which Pakistan 

Prime Minister Imran Khan called an offer of peace and goodwill, must be 

appreciated, although there is evidence to suggest that there was pressure from other 

countries on Islamabad to make such an announcement to prevent further escalation from 

India. If Wing Commander Abhinandan’s return provides the space for diplomacy to take 
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over, it is because it gives both countries the opportunity to signal a victory of sorts. 

Islamabad will project itself as having done the decent thing, and New Delhi is likely to 

claim that its tough stance compelled his return. There have been a number of incidents 

that took the subcontinent to the brink of a conflict that could have quite easily spiralled 

out of control — from the Pulwama attack to the Indian air strikes on Balakot, to attempted 

attacks by Pakistani military aircraft in Jammu and Kashmir, and the IAF pilot’s capture. 

The sense of uncertainty was only made worse by the utterances of public figures and the 

media on both sides, who tried to score points domestically. In India, within a few weeks 

the image of a nation in grief determined to fight terrorism appeared to have given way to 

triumphalism over the Balakot strikes. Pakistan went the same way after it foiled an attack 

across the Line of Control that saw both sides take down each other’s aircraft. Videos of 

Wing Commander Abhinandan being manhandled by a mob before Pakistani soldiers 

moved in to protect him did not help. As a result, the focus changed within a few days from 

India’s outrage over the terror strike to two nuclear neighbours poised for conflict. 

It is time for New Delhi and Islamabad to use the pause afforded by the relief over the 

release to decide on the rules of engagement. Pakistan must realise that the time for denial 

and obfuscation is over. Unless it begins to act on India’s and the world community’s 

concerns about Pakistan-based terror safe havens in a time-bound manner, the two nations 

could be back on the brink of war if there is another trigger. If it does act, it could herald a 

paradigm shift in India-Pakistan engagement and help fix its own fragile economy. This 

has a precedent: the period that followed then-Pakistan President Pervez Musharraf’s 2003 

announcement on shutting down terror groups, when Pakistan’s military actually showed 

some results in the matter, was the most productive phase of engagement between the two 

countries in recent decades. Significantly, it was a time of economic growth and stability 

too for Pakistan. New Delhi must be ready to show both flexibility and a determined focus 

on Pakistan’s action against terror groups, including the Jaish-e-Mohammad. This is the 

best way to build constructively on the international consensus built post-Pulwama in 

India’s favour. 
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